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Kozani
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Kozani is  the capital of the region of West  Macedonia,
which is the only region in Greece that does not have
Sea.



+
Kozani in numbers

 Populaton: 70,000 inhabitants (Region 300,000 inhabitants)

 Unemployment: over 30%

 Youth unemployment: over 70% [the largest percentage in Europe]

 Kozani has an airport and is connected by air to Athens, while is
about an hour from Thessaloniki Internatonal Airport, two hours
from the port of Igoumenitsa and about 5 hours from Athens by
car. Buses are constantly traveling to the largest Greek cites. The
"Egnata Odos" motorway passes north of the city.
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+Element that characterizes the area: the
exploitation of lignite for energy production
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The Municipality of Kozani has been for years one of the most energy
municipalites in the country.



+
The energy character of the area.
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The main productve feature of the area is the extracton and
burning of lignite.
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The ecological crisis

Because of its extensive mining and activity, the region is
experiencing a crisis in the following areas:

Environment

Society

Economy

Critical issue: To overcome the crisis while addressing all three
dimensions of the crisis.
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+
Tourism in Western Macedonia and
Kozani today!
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- West Macedonia is the
least developed tourist
region of Greece .

- In order for the region to
escape the crisis and look
for new growth paths, it
must invest heavily in
tourism.
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The characteristics of Kozani and
Western Macedonia
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However, the area has signifcant features that can be utlized in order to develop
tourism.



+ Lakes…

 In the limits of the Municipality of Kozani there are two important
and very beautful, artfcial lakes!

Ilariona Laked Polyfytos Lake
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+
Lakes…
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+Western Macedonia has a total of 7 lakes very
close to Kozani
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+Mountains
Mountains Bourinos 
(area Natura 2000)
Point to which the Eurasian and African Tectonic
Plate join (a great geological significance)Μ ο ν α δ ι κ ή
Unique Fauna (10 local endemic plants)
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+
Quality Local Products

One can also fnd quality local products
such as:

Wines

Cheese

 Safron and other Aromatc Plants

Traditonal Pasta

Honey

Sausages

Mushrooms

Organic Products and others

And more
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+
Safran!

 The most important product
produced by the local land is
Krokos Kozanis

 It is the best quality safron
worldwide exported to the
world

 Recently we were in China with
the aim of exportng Krokos
Kozanis
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+
Culture and History
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Kozani is an area of rich traditon, with historical roots in the 14th century and a rich
cultural producton in modern tmes. The arts, leters and history are an important

development tool for the region



+ Aiani
 Aiani was the capital of Upper

Macedonia in ancient tmes
 It is one of the most important

archaeological sites of
Macedonia

 The Archaeological Museum of
Aiani is one of the most
important in Greece
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+ Museums
Kozani, like the whole
region, has signifcant and
worthwhile museums:

Folklore Museum of
Kozani

Archaeological
Collecton of Kozani

Municipal Map Library of
Kozani
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+ Churches and Monasteries
The entre region of Western
Macedonia has important historic
monasteries as well as churches:

Agios Nikolaos in Kozani

The Monastery of Osios Nicanora

The Monastery of Panagia Soumela
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+
Folklore and Traditional Culture
 A mosaic of unique happenings that have a history of centuries and are

always a chance to visit the area! 
 Kozani is known for its traditons, customs and customs
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+Momogeroi

The folk custom of Momogeroi  has been included in Unesco's List of
Intangible Cultural Heritage.
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+ Traditional Kozanitic Carnival!
 

 Thousands of people from all over Greece visit
Kozani on the occasion of the Kozani Carnival
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The carnival of Kozani is

οf the best known in Greece



+ Lazarines:
 

The Lazarine custom takes place every year in ten villages of the area in a
particularly striking way.
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This custom is met in the Balkans with various variatons



+
Industrial Heritage - Energy
The industrial heritage of the region can be exploited in tourism, as has
been done in many parts of Europe.
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+ You have already understood that
Kozani has nothing to do with this

classic Greek image!
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+
Nor with this…
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+
Nor with this…
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+
SWOT Analysis: Strengths
 

Wanting to develop a strategy to promote a sustainable
tourism model for Kozani we did  frst a SWOT
analysis. Our strengths are:

 Cultural Heritage

 Folk traditon

 Gastronomy

 Modern Cultural Creaton

 ΕEasy road access (Egnata street)

 Easy access from Thessaloniki
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+
Weak points

 Lack of Tourist Infrastructure

 Lack of know-how

 Picture of the area – Identity

 No contact with the Sea

 No rail connection

 Lack of involvement of local people - entrepreneurs in the
development of tourism
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+
Chances
 Signifcant margins for tourism development

 Targetng special categories of tourists - Not in mass but in
alternatve tourism

 Exploitng European Funds for infrastructure creaton
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Threats
 Financial Crisis- Unemployment

 Strong competition from neighboring countries as well as
other areas with similar characteristic



+
Our vision!

Our vision is to create a comprehensive tourist product that will
harness the rich cultural heritage of the region, its great history, the
important contemporary artstc creaton, the rare natural and man-

made environment and the cultural heritage.

Culture

History

The natural environment

Are the strengths that can take us a step further in the tourism sector
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+
The actions of the Municipality of
Kozani for the promotion of tourism 

Kozani’s promoton:

 Developing a Strategic Marketng Plan

for Kozani

 The City acquired a new logo

 Publicaton of printed material

 We run the promotonal material

(Album, Tourist Guide, etc.)

 New Website

 Promoton of the area through

exhibitons in Greece, and not only

 Contacts with businesses to inform them

about the subject of tourism
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+To highlight mountain paths

A few days ago, we signed a contract with the Paths Of Greece team to study
the creaton of an integrated network of mountaineering and walking paths,
aiming at organizing Alternatve Tourism
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+ Creating Infrastructure - New
Library 

This year we are launching the new building of the
historical Kozani Library, which has 300 years of history and
is one of the largest and most historic of the country!
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+
New Library of Kozani
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+
Support for Special Events - Festival 

We organize and support
major cultural events of

great scope
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+
Special Events - Festivals:
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 Internatonal Music Seminar

 Internatonal Narratve Festval and

arts of the Word

 Summer Arts Festval “Lassaneia"

 Jazz Festval

 Theatrical performances through

the Municipal Regional Theater

 Organizing major sportng events



+
I Love Kozani
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+

Thank you very much!
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